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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction to the problem . This study was made with
sophomore and junior girls in the Senior High School of a city
with a population of approximately 65,000 persons. There is one
large high school, centrally located, with a total enrollement
of twenty- three hundred pupils. Students enter high school
from three junior high schools located in different sections of
the city.
The facilities in the school, while not ideal, are
perhaps better than average for the immediate area. There are
two gymnasiums, one of which is designated exclusively for the
use of the girls physical education activities. The school has
no outdoor play space, but a city playground which includes
two tennis courts, is located two blocks from the school, and
can be used for extracurricular activities such as tennis, field
hockey, and softball.
The equipment, although not extensive or elaborate, is
sufficient for conducting an efficient Physical Education
program. Teaching responsibilities are divided among three
trained and qualified women physical education teachers.
Observation, however, of the extracurricular activities
throughout the school, has suggested that if the needs and
interests of a majority of the students were being met.
i
participation in all extracurricular activities would be more
wide spread.
Significance of the problem . McKown1 states, "it is the
business of education to discover and develop the character-
istics of the youngster. Our capitalizing of the characteristics
of the student becomes a process of investing our time and
attention in the cultivation of those characteristics of the
student which promise the most in good citizenship. Extra-
curricular activities offer many opportunities for the develop-
ment of these characteristics." Since it is generally conceded
by educators that this is so, it seems logical that all students
should have the benefit of these opportunities for development.
The philosophy of physical education is a special appli-
cation of a general philosophy of education. The school should
provide an opportunity for each individual to have experiences
which will prepare him for life in a democratic society. This
means, among other things, that each pupil must actually par-
ticipate in activities that will provide practice in democratic
behavior
•
In adapting a program of extracurricular physical
education activities to students, methods and activities must
be chosen that will make these opportunities for development
1 Harry C. McKown, Extracurricular Activities
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1928), p. 13.
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equally available and desirable to all students.
Adjustments have been made in the required curricular,
and in the extracurricular physical education activities, in
the situation where the study was made, which have greatly
increased participation in the extracurricular activities of
this department. However, it is believed desirable and possible,
by those immediately concerned with the problem, to still
further increase participation in this important area within the
field of education. It was with this premise in mind that the
study was made.
Purpose of the study . The purpose of the study was to
present a set of statistics which will show the extent of par-
ticipation, of sophomore and junior girls, in extracurricular
activities both within and without the confines of the school,
during the school year. The activities covered, include physical
education, music, clubs, sororities, work and any other activi-
ties in which students participate.
It is hoped that the study has revealed pertinent infor-
mation which may serve as a guide in further developing and
improving the extracurricular physical education program, to
more fully meet the needs and interests of a greater proportion
of the high school girls.
Group studied . The survey included the members of all
sophomore and junior girls* physical education classes in high
school where the study was made. The questionnaire was filled
*.
*
.
,
.
•
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out by three hundred twenty-five sophomores and three hundred
twenty-nine juniors in groups of approximately forty to fifty
girls at one time.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AS USED IN THIS STUDY
Extracurricular ac tivities . Extracurricular activities
refers to any activities in which the pupils participate, either
in connection with this school, or outside the school; that are
not a part of the required school curriculm.
Fall season . Fall season includes the months of
September, October and November.
Winter season . Winter season includes the months of
December, January, February and March.
Spring season . Spring season includes the months of
April, May, and June.
Participants Participants, as used in the table
headings and column captions, refers to those girls who par-
ticipated in extracurricular physical education activities in
school
•
Nonparticipants . Nonparticipants, as used in the table
headings and column captions, refers to those girls who did not
participate in extracurricular physical education activities
in school.
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CHAPTER II
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The study, "A Survey of Extracurricular Activities of
Sophomore and Junior Girls in Medford High School," was first
presented for discussion and evaluation, over a year ago to a
Seminar Group in Health and Physical Education* Since that
time much serious thought, observation and planning, have final-
ly resulted in the study in its present form.
The questionnaire was given to Sophomore and Junior
girls in their Physical Education classes, for twenty-six con-
secutive periods, during one week. The classes varied in size
with a range of from forty to eighty pupils in a class.
Since each girl was assigned two periods of Physical
Education each week, it was possible to work with groups of
from thirty to fifty girls at one time and still reach almost
the entire group with the exception of the few who were absent
from school during that week.
To insure having the complete attention of the group, the
questionnaire was given in the Health Education room, which was
quiet, equiped with facilities for writing, and easily accessi-
ble to the gymnasium.
The questionnaire was given to all groups under the
direction of the same instructor. An assistant was present with
each group except on the few occasions of a very small class.
.I
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The purpose of the survey study was discussed, and the
questionnaire carefully explained, before pupils started to
write. All members of each group worked on the same question at
the same time. Every group seemed very much interested in the
questionnaire and gave the impression of working carefully on
each question. A total of six hundred and fifty-nine question-
naires were completed and the results tabulated.
Sophomore and Junior questionnaires were studied and the
results worked into table form, as separate groups throughout
the study. Each of these two groups was further broken down, in-
to those girls who participate in extracurricular physical
education activities in school, and those girls who do not par-
ticipate in extracurricular physical education activities in
school. This made possible a comparison of the activities of the
two groups and at the same time produced data for the entire
group.
-_
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CHAPTER III
DISCUSSION OP THE DATA
The material collected in this survey study has been
tabulated for each group of activities. In each table the re-
sults have been compiled to show the extent of participation
in other activities; of those girls who participate in school;
and the extent of participation in other activities, of the
group which does not participate in extracurricular physical
education activities in school. Each table, with the exception
of TABLE I, also shows the approximate amount of time spent by
each girl on each specific activity*
TABLES I through XV have to do with activities of junior
girls and TABLES XVI through XXX have to do with the activities
of sophomore girls.
Participation in extracurricular physical education
activities , Girls enter Medford High School from the follow-
ing four sources; Hobbs Junior High School, eighty-nine girls,
of whom 45 per cent participate and 55 per cent do not partici-
pate; Lincoln Junior High School, eighty-five girls of whom 33
per cent participate, 67 per cent do not participate; Roberts
Junior High School, one hundred seventeen girls of whom 43 per
cent participate, 63 per cent do not participate; Other Junior
High Schools, thirty-eight girls of whom 32 per cent partici-
pate, 68 per cent do not participate.
-.
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Of the three hundred twenty-nine junior girls, one
hundred twenty- three or 37.4 per cent participate, and two
hundred six or 62.6 per cent do not participate in extracur-
ricular physical education activities.
TABLE I
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS FROM EACH JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL PARTICIPATING IN EXTRACURRICULAR PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ACTIVITIES IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Junior
high
Total number
girls from
each school
Number
who do
participate
Per
cent
Number
do not
participate
Per
cent
Hobbs 89 40 45$ 49 55$
Lincoln 85 28 33$ 57 67$
Roberts 117 43 37$ 74 63$
Others* 38 12 32*_ 26 68%
Total 329 123 37.4$ 206 62.2$
*This group represents girls who entered high school from
junior high or high schools from other cities and towns.
Participation of junior girls in interscholastic
activities . Field hockey was conducted for eight weeks, basket-
ball for eleven weeks and softball for eleven weeks.
Each of these sports had two practice sessions a week
until games were played, then one practice session and one
game each week for the remaining weeks
.
Seven girls or 2.1 per cent of the class played field
hockey, eleven girls or 3.3 per cent played basketball, and
eight girls or 2.43 per cent played softball.
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The approximate number of hours spent by each girl in
participation in each sport was; field hockey, twenty-four
hours; basketball, thirty- three hours; and softball, twenty-
seven hours.
These figures show that an extremely small percentage
of Juniors are participating in interscholastic sports.
TABLE II
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP JUNIOR GIRLS PARTICIPATING
IN INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS, NUMBER OF WEEKS OP
ACTIVITY FOR EACH SPORT, NUMBER OP PRACTICES
EACH WEEK AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OP HOURS
SPENT IN PARTICIPATION BY EACH GIRL
Varsity
sports
Number
of
girls
Per
cent
Number
of
weeks
Number of
practices
each week
Total number
of hours for
each girl
Field hockey 6 2,1% 8 2 24
Basketball 11 3. 5% 11 2 33
Softball 8 2.4% 9 2 27
Participation in intramural activities The number of
weeks each activity was conducted is as follows; Horseback
Riding, six weeks in the Pall; Volleyball, eight weeks in the
Fall; Badminton, fifteen weeks in the Winter and early Spring;
Basketball, twelve weeks in the Winter; Bowling, eight weeks in
the Winter and early Spring; Softball, six weeks in the Spring;
Tennis, six weeks in the Spring; Country Dancing, two weeks in
the Spring.
-.
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The number of periods each week for each activity was;
Horseback riding, volleyball, badminton, basketball, bowling
and softball, one each; Tennis and country dancing two each.
The number and per cent of junior girls participating in
each activity was; Horseback Riding, six girls, or 1.5 per cent;
Volleyball, twelve girls or 3.7 per cent; Badminton, twenty
girls or 6 per cent; Basketball, nineteen girls or 5.8 per cent;
Bowling, eight girls or 2.4 per cent; Softball, fifteen girls
or 4.6 per cent; Tennis, fifteen girls or 4.6 per cent ;
Country Dancing sixty-one girls or 18.5 per cent of the girls
in the junior class.
The approximate total number of hours of participation
by each junior girl in each of the various activities was;
Horseback Riding, six hours; Volleyball, eight hours; Badminton,
eighteen and three quarters hours; Basketball, eighteen hours;
Bowling, twelve hours; Softball, nine hours; Tennis, twelve
hours; Country Dancing, five hours.
The figures in TABLE III indicate that a greater per-
centage of Juniors participated in intramural, than in inter-
scholastic activities. They also indicate that, of the intra-
mural activities, country dancing had the greatest percentage
of participants. Badminton had the second greatest percentage
of participants; Basketball, the third; Softball and tennis
tied for fourth greatest percentage of participants.
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TABLE III
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP JUNIOR GIRLS PARTICIPATING
IN INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES, THE NUMBER OP WEEKS OF
ACTIVITY FOR EACH SPORT, THE NUMBER OF ACTIVITY
PERIODS PER WEEK AND THE AVERAGE TOTAL NUMBER
OF HOURS OF PARTICIPATION BY EACH GIRL
Number Number Number of Total number
Intramural of Per of periods of hours for
activities girls cent weeks each week each girl
Horseback Riding 5 1.5$ 6 1 6
Volleyball 12 5.7$ 8 1 8
Badminton 20 6 $ 15 1 19
Basketball 19 5.8$ 12 1 18
Bowling 8 2.4$ 8 1 12
Softball 15 4.6$ 6 1 9
Tennis 15 4.6$ 6 2 12
Country Dancing 61 18.5$ 2 2 5
Participation in sports outside of school during the
Fall Season . Of the junior girls who participated in extra-
curricular physical education activities in school, the number
participating in sports outside of school during the Fall was
as follows; Badminton, one; Basketball, two; Bicycling, forty-
one; Bowling, thirty-five; Fishing, five; Hiking, one; Horseback
Riding, ten; Motorcycling, one; Rollerskating, twenty-nine;
Softball, twenty; Swimming, thirty; Tennis, twenty-eight;
Track, one. In this group nine girls did not participate in any
sport outside of school, during the Fall.
Of the group which does not participate in extracurricu-
I.
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lar physical education activities in school, the number partici-
pating in sports outside of school during the Fall was as
follows; Bicycling, seventy-eight; Boating, six; Bowling, eight;
12
Fishing, ten; Hiking, two; Horseback riding, fifteen; Ping pong,
one; Rollerskating, sixty-four; Softball, thirteen; Swimming,
forty- two; Tennis, fourteen; Track activities, three. In this
group eighteen girls did not participate in any sport during
the Fall.
The average number of hours of participation for each
girl in each sport during the Fall was; Badminton, one hundred
eight hours during the day; Basketball, thirty hours in the
evening; Bicycling, fifty-five and one half hours during the
day, one half hour in the evening; Boating, seventy- two hours
during the day; Bowling, one fourth of an hour during the day,
twenty-one and three quarters hours in the evening; Fishing,
thirty-five hours during the day, eight hours in the evening;
Hiking, fifty- two hours during the day, eight hours in the
evening; Horseback riding, thirteen and one half hours during
the day, three hour in the evening; Motorcycling, forty-eight
hours during the day and forty-eight hours in the evening; Ping
pong, sixteen hours during the day; Rollerskating, nine and
one half hours during the day, twenty-eight hours in the even-
ing; Softball, thirty-seven hours during the day, eight in the
evening; Swimming, sixteen during the day, one in the evening;
Tennis, thirty-nine hours during the day, fifteen in the even-
ing; Track, twenty-four hours during the day. A total number of
. J . -
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tv/enty-seven girls or 8.2 per cent of the class did not partici-
pate in any sport, outside of school during the Fall.
TABLE IV shows that agreater percentage of nonpartici-
pants in physical education activities in school, participated
in sports outside of school in all sports except badminton,
basketball, softball and tennis* Bicycling had the largest
number of participants; Bowling the second largest; Rollerskat-
ing the third largest; and swimming the fourth largest number
of participants*
Sports outside of school during the Winter. Of the
group which participate in extracurricular physical education
activities in school, the number participating in sports out-
side of school, during the Winter was; Basketball, thirteen;
Bowling, twenty-nine; Iceskating, fifty-seven; Ping pong, one;
Rollerskating, twenty-five; Skiing, fifteen; Swimming, twelve;
Track, twelve. The number not participating in any sport out-
side of school, during the Winter, was ten.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number partici-
pating in sports outside school was; Bowling, seventy-seven;
Icefishing, one; Iceskating, one hundred twelve; Ping pong,
one; Rollerskating, forty-four; Skiing, twenty- three; Snow-
shoeing, one; Swimming, eight* The number from this group not
participating in any sport was eighteen.
The average number of hours spent in participation by
..
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TABLE IV
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP GIRLS PARTICIPATING IN
SPORTS OUTSIDE OP SCHOOL AND THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT BY EACH GIRL
IN PARTICIPATION DURING THE FALL
Non Total no
.
Average
Sports Partici'- Per partici- Per partici - Per no . hours
pants cent pants cent pating cent per girl
for Fall
Day Eve
.
Badminton 1 .3# 0 1 .3# 108
Basketball 2 .6# 0 2 .6# 30
Bicycling 41 12.4# 73 23 . 7# 119 36.1# 55| i
Boating 0 6 1.8# 6 1.3% 72 3
Bowling 35 10.6# 80 24.3# 115 34.9# i ^
Fishing 5 1.5# 10 3. # 15 4.5# 35 8
Hiking 1 .3# 2 .6# 3 .9# 52 8
Horseback 10 3. # 15 4.5# 25 7.5# 13| 3
Motorcycling 1 .3# 0 1 .3# 43 48
Ping pong 0 1 .3# 1 . O/o 16
Rollerskating 29 8.8# 64 19.4# 93 28.2# 9J- 28
Softball 25 7.5# 13 3.9# 33 11.5# 37 3
Swimming* 30 9.1# 42 12.7# 72 21.8# 16 1
Tennis 28 8.5# 14 4.2# 42 12.7# 39 15
Track 1 .3# 2 .6# 3 .9# 24
No Sports 9 2.7# 18 5.4# 27 8.2#
*Time shown for swimming is for the month of September only
I.
*
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each girl during the Winter was; Basketball, thirty-eight hours
during the day; Bowling, six hours during the day, twenty-five
during the evening; Icefishing, six hours during the day; Ice-
skating, twenty- two hours during the day, eight and one quarter
hours during the evening; Ping pong, one hundred twenty- eight
hours during the day, one hundred twenty hours during the even-
ing; Rollerskating, fifteen during the day, twenty and one half
hours in the evening; Skiing, thirty-seven and one half hours
during the day, two hours in the evening; Snowshoeing, three
hours during the day; Swimming, twenty-two hours during the day,
four and one half hours in the evening; Track, thirty-two hours
during the day*
A total of twenty-eignt girls or 8.5 per cent of the
Junior class did not participate in any sport outside of school
during the Winter.
The figures in TABLE V indicate that a greater percent-
age of the nonparticipators in extracurricular physical educa-
tion activities in school, participate in sports outside of
school during the Winter, with the exception of basketball,
swimming and track.
Iceskating had the greatest proportion of participation
from both groups; Bowling the second greatest; Rollerskating
the third greatest and skiing the fourth greatest percentage of
participation from both groups.
Participation in sports outside of school during the
Spring . Of the group which participated in extracurricular
-.
,
.
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TABLE V
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS PARTICIPATING IN
SPORTS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL AND THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT BY EACH GIRL IN
PARTICIPATION DURING THE WINTER
Sports
Non Total no.
Partici- Per partici- Per partici-
pants cent pants cent pating
Average
Per no . hour
cent per gir .
Winter
Day Eve
.
Basketball 13 3.9# 0 13 3.9# 38
Bowling 29 8.3# 77 25.4# 106 32.2# 6 25
Icefishing 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 6
Iceskating 57 17.3# 112 34. # 169 51.3# 22 Si-
Ping pong 1 .3# 1 .3# 2 .6# 123 120
Rollerskating 25 7.5# 44 13.3# 69 20.9# 15 20§
Skiing 15 4.5# 23 6.9# 38 11.5# 37^ 2|
Snowshoeing 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 3
Swimming 12 3.6# 8 2.4# 20 6. # 22 4-1
Track 2 .6# 0 2 .6# 32
No Sports 10 3. # 18 5.4# 28 8.5#
M|H
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physical education activities in school, the number participa-
ting in sports outside of school was; Badminton, one; Bicycling,
three; Bowling, twenty-four; Fishing, seven; Golf, one; Hiking,
two; Horseback Riding, eleven; Motorcycling, one; Ping pong,
one; Rollerskating, nineteen; Softball, twenty-four; Swimming,
thirty-one; Tennis, thirty; Track, three* Sixteen girls from
this group participated in no sport outside of school during
the Spring.
Of the group which did not participate in any extra-
curricular physical education activity in school, the number
participating in sports outside of school was; Bicycling, six;
Boating, one; Bowling, seventy-seven; Fishing, eight; Hiking,
one; Horseback Riding, seventeen; Ping pong, one; Rollerskating,
forty; Softball, sixteen; Swimming, fifty-four; Tennis, twenty-
four; Track, one. Thirty-six girls from this group did not
participate in any sport during the Spring.
The average number of hours spent in participation by
each girl during the Spring was; Badminton, forty-eight during
the day; Bicycling, thirty-one and one quarter hours during the
day, twenty-six hours in the evening; Boating, fifty-six hours
during the day; Bowling, four hours during the day, nineteen
hours in the evening; Fishing, thirty-eight and one half during
the day, one and one half hours in the evening; Golf, forty
eight hours during the day; Hiking, sixty-eight during the day;
Horseback Riding, thirteen and one half hours during the day,
four in the evening; Motorcycling, twelve hours during the day.
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forty-eight hours in the evening; Ping pong, ninety-six hours
during the day, twenty- two and one half hours in the evening;
Rollerskating, thirteen hours during the day, fifty hours in
the evening; Softball, thirty-nine and one half hours during
the day, five and one half hours in the evening; Swimming,
seventeen hours during the day, one hour in the evening; Tennis
thirty-nine and one half hours during the day, eleven hours
in the evening; Track, thirty- two hours during the day.
The total number of girls not participating in any sport
>
outside of school, during the Spring was fifty- two or 15.8 per-
cent of the junior girls.
These figures show that the nonparticipators group in
physical education activities in school had a higher percentage
of participation in all sports except badminton, softball and
tennis. The most popular sports with both groups for this
season were bowling, first; swimming, second; rollerskating,
third; tennis, fourth.
Activities pupils would like to participate in if they
were included in the extracurricular physical education program .
The girls were asked to check any of the following activities
in which they would like to participate, if included in the
after school program. These activities were all included in the
required physical education program, so students had experienced
participation in each of the activities.
Of the group which participated in extracurricular physi-
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TABLE VI
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS PARTICIPATING IN
SPORTS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL AND THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT BY EACH GIRL IN-
PARTICIPATION DURING THE SPRING
Sports
Non
Partici- Per partici- Per
pants cent pants cent
Total no.
partici- Per
pating cent
Average
no. hours
per girl
Spring
Day Eve.
Badminton 1 .3$ 0 1 .3$ 48
Bicycling 3 . 9
$
6 1.8% 9 2.7$ 3li 26
Boating 0 1 .5% 1 .3$ 56
Bowling 34 7 .2$ 77 23.4$ 101 30.6$ 4 19
Fishing 7 2.1$ 8 2.4$ 15 4.5$ 38-g- la"
Golf 1 .5% 0 1 .3$ 48
Hiking 2 .
6
% 1 .3$ 3 .9$ 68
Horseback 11 3.3% 17 5.1$ 28 8.5$ 1S| 4
Motorcycling 1 .3% 0 1 .3$ 12 48
Ping pong 1 .2% 1 .3$ 2 M 96 22\
Rollerskating 19 5.7% 40 12.1$ 59 17.9$ 13 50
Softball 24 7.2% 16 4.8$ 40 12.1$ 39-i si
Swimming* 31 9 .4% 54 16.4$ 85 25.8$ 17 1
Tennis 30 9.1% 24 7.2$ 54 16.4$ 394- 11
Track 3 .
9
% 1 .3$ 4 1.2$ 32
No Sports 16 4.8% 36 10.9$ 52 15.8$
*Time shown for swimming is for the month of June only.
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cal education activities in school, the number checking each
activity was; Apparatus, forty- three; Stunts, thirty- three
;
Modern dance, fifty-eight; Country dancing, forty- two; Social
dancing, one hundred twenty* Thirty-eight of this group did not
check any activity.
The total number which checked each activity were;
Apparatus, seventy-seven, or 25.4 per cent; Stunts, fifty-eight
or 17.6 per cent; Modern dance, eighty-four or 25.5 per cent;
Country dancing, ninety- three or 28.2 per cent; Social dancing,
one hundred eighty-five or 56.2 per cent. Of the three hundred
twenty-nine juniors, only fifty-seven or 17.3 per cent did not
check any activity.
A greater percentage of the nonparticipator group indi-
cated a desire to participate in all of the activities listed
except country dancing.
Participation in school clubs . Of the group which par-
ticipated in extracurricular physical education activities in
school, the number belonging to school clubs was; Business
Girls, two; Dramatic, nineteen; Girls Club, twenty- three;
Home Economics, one; Honor Society, ten; Italian, three; Ski,
three. Sixty-five girls in this group did not belong to any
school club.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number belonging to school
clubs was; Business Girls, nine; Dramatic, ten; Girls Club,
«*
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TABLE VII
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PER CENT AND NUMBER OP GIRLS WHO WOULD LIKE
TO PARTICIPATE IN SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
IF THEY WERE INCLUDED IN THE
EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAM
Non
Activities Partici- Per partici- Per Total no. Per
pants cent pants cent checking cent
Apparatus 34 10.4$ 43 13. $ 77 23.4$
Stunts 25 7.6$ 33 10. $ 58 17.6$
Modern Dance 26 7.g^ 53 17.6$ 84 25.5$
Country Dancing 51 15.5$ 42 12.7$ 93 28.2$
Social Dancing 65 19.7$ 120 36.5$ 135 56.2$
Did Not Check 19 5.7$ 38 11.5$ 57 17.3$
five; Honor Society, two; Italian, five; Ski, one. Of this
group, one hundred fifty-two did not belong to any school club.
The approximate number of hours spent on school club
activities, during the school year, by each girl were; Business
Girls, twenty hours; Dramatic, four hours; Girls Club, twenty
hours; Honor Society, three hours; Italian, fifteen hours; Ski,
seventy- t?/o hours.
The total number of junior girls not belonging to school
clubs was two hundred seventeen or 65.9 per cent of the class.
The figures for school club activities show that a
greater percentage of the girls who participated in extracur-
ricular physical education activities also participated to
greater extent in school club activities.
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TABLE VIII
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PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS BELONGING TO SCHOOL
CLUBS AND THE AVERAGE TIME SPENT ON CLUB
ACTIVITIES DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Clubs Partici
pants
- Per
cent
Non
partici
pants
Per
- cent
Total no.
belonging
to clubs
Per Average
cent no. of
hours
Art 0 0
Business Girls 2 • 6# 9 2.7% 11 3.3# 20
Camera 0 0
Dramatic 19 5.7# 10 3. % 29 8 .8# 4
Girls Club 23 7
. % 5 1.5# 28 8.5# 20
Home Economics 1 . 5% 0 1 .3#
Honor Society 10 3. % 2 .6# 12 3.6# 3
Italian 3 . 9% 5 1.5# 8 2.4# 15
Ski Club* 3 . 9% 1 .3# 4 1.2# 72
Stamp 0 0
Belong to Club 59 14.8# 28 8.5# 87 26.4#
No Club 64 16.4# 178 54.1# 217 65.9#
it-
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Participation in other school activities Of the group
which participated in extracurricular physical education activ-
ities in school, the number participating in other school activ-
ities was; All Girl Choir, six; Mixed chorus, three; Orchestra,
one; House of Delagates, six; Class Officers, two; Year Book
Staff, one; Cheerleaders, twenty; Marshals, eight; Prom Com-
mittee, thirteen; School paper, one. Of this group, eighty-five
did not participate in activities other than physical education
or club activities.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number participating in other
school activities was ; All Girl Choir, six; Mixed Chorus, two;
Band, five; Orchestra, one; House of Delegates, three; Cheer-
leaders, sixteen; Marshals, nine; Prom Committee, fourteen;
School Paper, one. Of this group, one hundred fifty-five did
not participate in other school activities.
The approximate number of hours spent on each activity,
during the school year, by each girl was; All Girl Choir, forty-
eight hours; Mixed Chorus, forty-eight hours; Band, one hundred
sixty hours in the evening; Orchestra, one hundred twenty hours;
House of Delegates, six hours; Year Book Staff, sixteen hours;
Cheerleaders, twelve hours; Marshals, thirteen hours; Prom
Committee, eight hours; School Paper, sixteen hours.
The total number not participating in these school activ-
ities was two hundred forty or 72.9 per cent of the class
A greater percentage of girls tried out for cheerleader
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than participated in any other activity in this group of activ-
ities •
A greater percentage from the group which did not partic-
ipate in extracurricular physical education activities, partic-
ipated in other school activities.
Humber belonging to sororities . Of this group which
participated in extracurricular physical education activities,
the number belonging to sororities was twenty-three or 7 per
cent of the junior class.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number belonging to sorori-
ties was thirty- two or 9.7 per cent of the junior class.
The total number of junior girls belonging to sororities
was fifty-five or 16.7 per cent of the class.
The average number of hours spent on sority activities,
during the school year, by each girl was one hundred twenty
hours in the evening.
It was noted that all sorority activities took place in
the evening.
Participation in clubs and organizations outside the
school . Of the group which participated in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number participating in each
club or organization was; Church clubs, forty- three; Church
choir, three; Girl Scouts, nine; Junior Womens' club, twenty-
six; Rainbow, eleven; Youth Council, two; Others, ten. The
number in this group not belonging to outside clubs or organi-
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TABLE IX
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS PARTICIPATING IN OTHER
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS
SPENT IN PARTICIPATION IN OTHER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
BY EACH GIRL DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Activities Partici-
pants
Non
Per partici-
cent pants
Total
Per no
.
cent partici-
pants
Average
Per no. hours
cent per girl
Girls Choir 6 1.8% 8 2.4% 14 4.2% 48
Mixed Chours 3 .9% 2 .6% 5 1.5% 48
Band 0 5 1.5% 5 1.5% 160
Orchestra 1 .3% 1 .3% 2 .6% 120
Hse. Delegates 6 1.8% 3 .9% 9 2.7% 6
Student Coun. 0 0
Class Officer 2 .6% 0 2 .6%
Year Book 1 .3% 0 1 .3% 16
Cheerleader 20 6. % 16 4.8% 36 10.9% 12
Marshal 8 2.4% 9 2.7% 17 5.1% 13
Prom Com. 13 4. t 14 4.2% 27 8.2% 8
School Paper 1 .3% 1 .3% 2 .6% 16
Participate 38 11.5% 51 15.5% 89 24. %
Nonparticipate 85 25.8% 155 47.1% 240 72.9%
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TABLE X
PER CENT AND NUMBER BELONGING TO SORORITIES
AND THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OP TIME SPENT BY
EACH MEMBER, IN SORORITY ACTIVITIES
DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Non
Partici- Per partici-
pants cent pants
Average
Per Total no. Per no. hours
cent of girls cent partici-
pation
per girl
26
Sororities 23 7.: 32 9.7fo 55 16.7% 120
zations was fifty.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number participating in each
club or organization was; Church club, forty-one; Church choir,
one; Girl Scouts, two; Junior Womens' clubs, fourteen; Rainbow,
seventeen; Youth Council, four; Others, twenty- six. The number
in this group, not belonging to outside clubs and organizations
was one hundred forty-four.
The average number of hours spent by each girl on clubs
and organizations was; Church clubs, thirteen hours during the
day, fifty-eight hours in the evening; Church choir, sixty-five
hours in the evening; Girl Scouts, forty-two hours during the
day, twenty-five hours in the evening; Junior Womens', twelve
hours during the day, two and one half hours in the evening;
.o
.
*
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Rainbow, forty-four hours in the evening; Youth Council, fifteen
hours during the day, fifteen hours in the evening; Others,
(several to which one girl belongs to each) twenty and one half
hours during the day, one hundred six in the evening,
A total number of one hundred ninety-four girls or 58.4
per cent of the class did not belong to outside clubs or organi-
zations •
More than twice as many girls belong to Church clubs than
belong to any other club or organization. Junior Womens’ clubs
are the second most popular and Rainbow the third most popular
organizations
.
Participation in other activities outside school . Of the
group which participated in extracurricular physical education
activities in school, the number participating in other activ-
4
ities, not including clubs and organizations, was; Art lessons,
three; Bible study, one; Cook, one; Dancing lessons, five;
Drawing and painting, one; Driving, one; Music, thirty-four;
Reading, twelve; Sewing, nine; Entertain in U.S.O. shows, one.
The number from this group not participating in other activities
outside of school was eighty-one or 24.6 per cent.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number partici-
pating in other activities not including clubs and organizations
was; Church play, one; Crafts, two; Dancing, seven; Drawing and
painting, two; Driving, three; Elocution, one; Plying, two;
-*
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TABLE XI
PER CENT AND ' NUMBER OF GIRLS PARTICIPATING IN CLUBS
AND ORGANIZATIONS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL AND THE
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF HOURS OF PARTICIPATION
IN THESE ACTIVITIES DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Clubs Partici- Per Non Per Total Per Average
and pants cent partici-cent no. cent no. hours
organizations pants partic- per girl
pating per year
Day Eve.
Church 43 13. * 41 12.4* 84 25.5* 13 58
Church Choir 3 .9* 1 .3% 4 1.2* 65
Girl Scouts 9 2.1% 2 .6% 11 3.3* 42 25
Junior Womens’ 26 1.9% 14 4.2* 40 12.1* 12 2
Rainbow 11 5.3% 17 4.2* 23 3.5* 44
Youth Council 2 . 6% 4 1.2* 6 1.3* 15 15
Others* 10 3. % 26 1.9% 36 11. * 20\ 106
Participate 73 22.2% 162 18.8* 135 41
. *
Nonparticipate 50 15.1% 144 43 . 7* 194 58.9*
*This group consists of several other clubs to which not more
than one or two girls belong.
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tfusic, thirty-four; Reading, thirteen; Sewing, seventeen; Sunday
school teacher, one; Veterans' Hospital Dances, one* The number
from this group not participating in other activities outside of
school, was one hundred fifty- two or 46.5 per cent of the class.
The average number of hours spent on other outside activ-
ities, by each girl, during the school year was; Art lessons,
one hundred eighty-six and one half hours during the day; Bible
study, eighty hours in the evening; Church play, sixteen hours
in the evening; Cooking, eighty hours during the day; Crafts,
three hundred forty hours in the evening; Drawing and painting,
two hundred and eighty hours in the evening; Driving, fifteen
hours during the day, thirty-five hours in the evening; Elo-
cution, two hundred forty hours in the afternoon; Plying, forty
hours during the day, forty hours in the evening; Music, two
hundred twelve hours during the day, therty-six hours in the
evening; Reading, one hundred eighty hours during the day, one
hundred fifty-five hours in the evening; Sewing, eighty-eight
hours during the day, one hundred eighty hours in the evening;
Teaching Sunday School, eighty hours during the day; U.S.O.
shows, twenty hours in the evening; Veterans' Hospital dances,
forty hours.
A total number of two hundred thirty- three or 70.8 per
cent of the class, do not participate in other activities out-
side of school.
Music is the most popular outside activity with 20.6
per cent of all the girls participating; Sewing is the second
.-
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most popular with 7.9 per cent participating; Reading is third
with 7,5 per cent, and Dancing fourth with 5,6 per cent of the
class participating.
The number of girls who work and do not help at home .
Of the group which participated in extracurricular physical
education activities in school, the number who worked was as
follows; Care of children, ten; Cleansers’; one; Hospital, two;
Office, three; Store, sixteen; Waitress, seven; Teach music,
one; Ushering, one; Other types not named, two.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number who worked
was; Candy girl, one; Care of children, ten; Cashier, one;
Housework, one; Office, seven; Store, twenty-six; Waitress,
four; Teach music, one; Piano playing, one.
The average number of hours worked each week, by each
girl in the various type of work, was; Candy girl, nine hours
during the day, sixteen hours in the evening; Care of children,
four and one fourth hours during the day, seven and one fourth
hours in the evening; Cashier, twelve and one half hours in the
evening; Cleaners, twenty-nine hours during the day; Hospital,
seven hours during the day, eight hours in the evening; House-
work, fifteen hours during the day; Office, eighteen hours dur-
ing the day, three hours in the evening; Store, seventeen hours
during the day, one and one half hours in the evening; Waitress,
fifteen and one half hours during the day, two and one fourth
..
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TABLE XII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS PARTICIPATING
IN OTHER ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL
AND THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF HOURS
OF PARTICIPATION DURING
THE SCHOOL YEAR
Non- Total Average
Other Part- Per parti- Per no • Per no. hours
Activities cipants cent cipants cent partici- cent per girl
pating per year
Day Eve.
Art 3 .9% 3 .9% 136|
Bible 1 .3% 1 .3% 80
Church Play 1 .3% 1 .3% 16
Cook 1 .3% 1 .3% 80
Crafts 2 .6% 2 .6% 340
Dancing 5 1.5% 7 2.1% 12 3.6% 36 65i
Drawing 1 .3% 2 .6% 3 .9% 280
Driving 1 .
3
% 3 .9% 4 1.2% 15 35
Elocution 1 .3% 1 .3% 240
Flying 2 .6% 2 .6% 40 40
Music 34 19.3% 34 10.3% 68 20.6% 212 36
Reading 12 3.6% 13 .4% 25 7.5
%
130 155
Sewing 9 2.7% 17 5.1% 26 7.9% 88 108
Sunday School 1 .3% 1 .3% 80
Teacher
U.S.O. Shows 1 .3% 1 .3% 20
Vet. Hosp. Dances 1 .3% 1 .3% 40
Participate 42 12.7% 54 16.4% 96 29.1%
Nonparti cipate 81 24 . 6/o 152 4:6.5% 233 70.3%
-'
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hours in the evening; Teaching Music, three and one half hours
during the day; Ushering, ten hours during the day, six hours
in the evening; Pianoplaying, one hour in the evening; other
types not named, eleven and one half hours during the day, two
and one half hours in the evening.
A greater proportion of the nonparticipator group than
the participator group worked after school. A greater propor-
tion of the nonparticipators worked in offices and stores, and
on the average, worked more days per week than the participator
group.
Greatest number of days worked was six days per week by
one girl. Seventeen girls work on an average of five days per
week; Forty-four girls worked four days; twenty girls worked
three days; three girls worked two days; and one girl worked
one day per week.
The greatest number of hours worked by one girl per week
was twenty-nine hours; the second greatest number was twenty-one
hours; The third greatest was eighteen; and the fourth greatest
was sixteen hours per week.
The number of girls who work and also help at home . Of the
group which participated in extracurricular physical education
activities in school, the number who worked and also helped at
home was; Care of children, forty; Helped at home, forty-four;
Hospital, one; Organist, one; Store, ten; Typed at home, one;
Waitress, three; Other types not named, three.
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TABLE XIII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS WHO WORK OUTSIDE THEIR
> Ora HOMES, THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS EACH
GIRL WORKS AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF
HOURS EACH GIRL WORKS EACH WEEK
No. No. Average Average
of of Total no. days hours
par- Per non- Per no • Per worked worked
tici- cent par- cent did cent per girl per girl
pants tici- work per week per week
pants Day Eve.
Candy Girl 0
3. $
1 .3$ 1 .3$ 5 9 16
Care Child. 10 10 3. $ 20 6. $ 3 4* 7—
12}Cashier 0 1 .3$ 1 5 0
Cleansers 1 .3$ 0 1 .3$ 6 29 0
Hospital 2 • 6
$
0
.3$
2
.6$ 4 7 8
Housework 0 1 1 • 3$ 5 15 0
Office 3 .9$ 7 2.1$ 10 3. $ 5 18 3
Store 16 4.8$ 26 7.9$ 42 12.7$ 4 17 if
2tWaitress 7 2.1$ 4 1.2$ 11 3.3$ 4 15*
Teach Music 1 .3$ 1 <>3$ 2 .6$ 2 0
Ushering 1 .3$ 0
.3$
1 .3$ 2 10 6
Play Piano 0 1 1 rr o7• 3;o 1 0 1
Other Type-* 2 .6$ 2 .6$ 4 1.2$ 5 ni 2}
Type
of
work
•^-Represents types of work not named by pupils.
I
(.
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Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number who worked
and also helped at home was; Care of children, fifty-six;
Factory, one; Help at home, ninety-five; Library, three; Office,
ten; Orchestra, one; Store, thirty-nine; Teach dancing, one;
Waitress, four.
The average number of hours spent working and helping at
home each week, by each girl in each type of work, during the
school year was; Care of children, two and one half hours during
the day, six and one half hours in the evening; Factory, ten
hours in the evening, ten hours during the day; Help at home,
seven and one half hours during the day, two and one fourth
hours in the evening; Hospital, twenty-six hours in the evening;
Library, ten and one half hours during the day, one hour in the
evening; Office, sixteen and one half hours during the day;
Orchestra, three hours in the evening; Organist, one hour during
the day, two hours in the evening; Store, fourteen and one half
hours during the day and two and one half hours in the evening;
Teach dancing, two hours during the day; Type at home, four
and one half hours during the day; Waitress, three hours during
the day, ten and one half hours in the evening; Other types of
work not named, one hour during the day, three hours in the
evening.
A total number of one hundred thirty-nine or 41.9 per
cent of the Juniors help at home and did other work. A greater
percentage of the nonparticipator group worked and helped at
;, * H - s' * t ,
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home •
The most popular type of work for both groups was care
of children with 29,1 per cent of the Juniors participating;
Stores was second most popular type with 14.8 per cent of the
class participating in this type of work.
The number of girls who help at home and those who do not
help at home and do not work . Of the group which participated
in extracurricular physical education activities in school;
thirty- two or 9.7 per cent help at home but did no other type
of work; eight or 2.4 per cent did not help at home or work out-
side their homes.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education sctivities in school; thirty-four or 10.5
per cent helped at home but did no other type of work; twenty-
four or 7.2 per cent did not help at home and did not work out-
side their homes.
The average number of hours spent by each girl, each
week, in helping at home was; eleven hours during the day, one
and one half hours in the evening.
Only a total number of ninety-eight or 29.7 per cent
of the Junior girls do not participate in some type of work out-
side their own homes. Thirty- two girls or 9.7 per cent do not
work at home.
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TABLE XIV
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF GIRLS WHO WORK AND ALSO
HELP AT HOME, THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS
EACH HELPS AT HOME AND WORKS AND THE
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
EACH GIRL HELPS AT HOME AND WORKS
No, No.
Type of of
of par- Per non- Per
work tici- cent par- cent
pants tici-
pants
Average Average
no. days hours
Total Per worked worked
no. cent per girl per girl
per week per week
Day Eve.
Care Child. 40 12.1# 56 17.# 96 29.1# 3 2— 6i
Factory 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 5 10 10
Help at Home 44 13.3# 95 28 *8#139 41.9# 6 7—
' a 2|
Hospital 1 3# 0 1 .3# 6 0 26
Library 0 3 .9# 3 .9# 3 1oh 1
Office 0 10 3. # 10 3. # 6 iei 0
Orchestra 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 1 0 3
Organist 1 .3# 0 1 .3# 2 l 2
Store 10 3. # 39 11.8# 49 14.8# 4 2—
Teach Dancing 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 1 2 0
Type at Home 1 •Zed. C/o 0 1 .H 5 4— 0
Waitress 3 .9* 4 1.2# 7 2.1# 3 3 loi
Other Type* 3 .9# 0 3 .9# 3 1 3
-x-Pupils did not name type of work.
i
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TABLE XV
PEP CENT AND NUMBER WHO HELP AT HOME, THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OP DAYS EACH HELPS AT HOME, THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS EACH HELPS AT HOME EACH WEEK,
AND THE PER CENT AND NUMBER WHO DO NOT HELP
AT HOME AND DO NOT WORK OUTSIDE
No. No. Average Average
of of Total no • days hours
par- Per non- Per of Per worked worked
tici- cent par- cent both cent per girl per girl
pants tici- per week per week
pants Day Eve.
Help at Home 32 9 . 1% 34 10.3% 66 20. % 6 ii n
No Help at
Home and 8 2 , 4% 24 1 . 2% 32 9 . 1%
no other Work
..
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>Participation of sophomore girls in extracurricular
physical education activities . Of the one hundred three soph-
omore girls who entered High School from the Hobbs Junior High,
thirty-two or 31 per cent participated in one or more extracur-
ricular physical education activities in High School; Seventy-
one or 68.9 per cent did not participate in these activities.
Of the ninety-three sophomore girls who entered High
School from the Lincoln Junior High, twenty-five or 21.5 per
cent participated in extracurricular physical education activ-
ities in High School; Sixty-seven or 72 per cent did not par-
ticipate in these activities.
Of the one hundred four sophomore girls who entered High
School from the Roberts Junior High, twenty-five or 24 per cent
participated in extracurricular physical education activities
in High School; Seventy-nine or 75.9 per cent did not participate
in activities.
Of the twenty-five sophomore girls comming from other
schools to High School, nine or 36 per cent participated in
extracurricular physical education activities in High School;
sixteen or 64 per cent did not participate in these activities.
Of the three hundred twenty-five sophomores who completed
the questionnaire, a total of ninety-one or 28 per cent partici-
pated in extracurricular physical education activities in High
School; Two hundred thirty-three or 71.6 per cent did not par-
ticipate in these activities in High School.
%
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The group of girls comming from Junior High Schools out-
side the city had the highest percentage of participation in
extracurricular physical education activities in High School;
the Hobbs had the second highest; the Roberts had the third
highest and the Lincoln had the lowest per cent of participation
in extracurricular physical education activities in High School.
TABLE XVI
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES FROM EACH JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL PARTICIPATING IN EXTRACURRICULAR PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ACTIVITIES IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Total number Number Number
Junior girls from who do Per do not Per
high each school participate cent participate cent
Hobbs 103 32 31. % 71 68.9#
Lincoln 93 25 21.5# 67 72. %
Roberts 104 25 24. % 79 75 .9#
Others* 25 9 36. 1o 16 64. %
Total 325 91 28. % 233 71.6%
*This group includes girls comming from junior high or high
schools in other cities and towns.
Participation of sophomore girls in interscholastic
activities . Sophomores were not permitted to try out for
varsity basketball and softball since a sufficient number of
junior and senior girls were already members of the squads and
it did not seem desirable to have more girls on the squad than
.j:
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would have an opportunity actually to play. Instead sophomore
girls, were encouraged to play with the intramural groups.
Since fewer girls try out for field hockey, sophomores were per-
mitted to play as members of the varsity teams.
Seven or 2,1 per cent of the sophomore girls played field
hockey for a period of eight weeks. Two practices each one and
one half hours in length, were held each week until games were
played, then one practice session and one game were played each
of the remaining weeks, A total of approximately twenty-four
1
hours was spent by each girl participating in field hockey.
TABLE XVII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORE GIRLS PARTICIPATING
IN INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS, NUKBEROF WEEKS OF
ACTIVITY FOR EACH SPORT, NUMBER OF PRACTICES
EACH WEEK AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS
SPENT IN PARTICIPATION BY EACH GIRL
Number Number Number of Total number
Varsity of Per of practices of hours for
sports girls cent weeks each week each girl
Field Hockey 7 2,1^ 8 2
Basketball 0 00
Softball 0
Participation in intramural activities . The number of
weeks each activity was conducted was as follows; Horseback
Riding, six weeks in the Fall; Volleyball, eight weeks in the
24
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Fall; Badminton, fifteen weeks in the Winter and early Spring;
Basketball, twelve weeks in the Winter; Bowling, eight weeks in
the Winter and early Spring; Softball, six weeks in the Spring;
Tennis, six weeks in the Spring; Country Dancing, two weeks in
the Spring,
The number of periods each week for each activity was;
Horseback Riding, volleyball, badminton, basketball, bowling
and softball, one week each; Tennis and country dancing, two
each.
The number and per cent of sophomore girls participating
in each activity was; Horseback Riding, two or .6 per cent;
Volleyball, sixteen or 4.9 per cent; Badminton, twenty or 6.1
per cent; Basketball, twenty-five or 7.6 per cent; Bov/ling, ten
or 3 per cent; Softball, eighteen or 5.5 per cent; Tennis,
seventeen or 5.2 per cent; Country Dancing, forty-eight or 14.7
per cent.
The approximate total number of hours of participation
for each sophomore girl in each of the various activities was;
Horseback Riding, six hours; Volleyball, eight hours; Badmin-
ton, eighteen and one half hours; Basketball, eighteen hours;
Bowling, twelve hours; Softball, nine hours; Tennis, twelve
hours; Country Dancing, five hours.
Of the intramural activities, country dancing had the
hightest percentage of participation; Basketball, had the
second highest. Badminton had the third, and Softball had the
fourth highest percentage of participation by sophomores.
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TABLE XVIII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP SOPHOMORE GIRLS PARTICIPATING
IN INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES, THE NUMBER OF WEEKS OF
ACTIVITY FOR EACH SPORT, THE NUMBER OF ACTIVITY
PERIODS PER WEEK AND THE AVERAGE TOTAL NUMBER
OF HOURS OF PARTICIPATION BY EACH GIRL
Number Number Number of Total number
Intramural of Per of periods of hours for
activities girls cent weeks each week each girl
Horseback Riding 2 .6% 6 1 6
Volleyball 16 4.9% 8 1 8
Badminton 20 6.1% 15 1 18^
Basketball 25 7 . 6% 12 1 18
Bowling 10 3. % 8 1 12
Softball 18 5.5% 6 1 9
Tennis 17 5.2% 6 2 12
Country Dancing 48 14.1% 2 2
9
5
Participation in sports outside of school during the
Fall* Of the sophomore girls who participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number participating
in sports outside of school during the Fall was as follows;
Badminton, one; Basketball, two; Bicycling, forty-five; Bowling,
twenty-six; Fishing, three; Handball, one; Hiking, one; Horseback
Riding, twenty-six; Softball, twenty; Swimming, sixteen; Tennis,
eighteen. Nine girls or 2.7 per cent of the Sophomores did not
participate in any sport outside of school during the Fall.
Of the sophomore girls who did not participate in extra-
curricular physical education activities in school, the number
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participating in sports outside of school during the Fall was;
Basketball, one; Bicycling, ninety- two; Bowling, fifty- two;
Fishing, six; Handball, one; Hiking, one; Horseback Riding,
thirteen; Rollerskating, fifty-one; Softball, thirty-four; Swim-
ming, thirty; Tennis, twelve; Track, one. Thirty-seven girls
or 11*3 per cent of the Sophomores did not participate in any
sport during the Fall.
The average number of hours spent in participation by
each girl participating in that activity during the Fall was;
Badminton, forty-eight hours during the day; Basketball, six-
teen hours during the day, twenty- two hours in the evening;
Bicycling, fifty-four hours during the day, seven hours in the
evening; Bowling, three hours during the day, eighteen and one
quarter hours in the evening; Fishing, seventeen hours during
the day, one hour in the evening; Handball, twenty-four hours in
the evening; Hiking, seventy-two hours during the day; Horse-
back Riding, fifteen and one half hours during the day, five
and one quarter hours in the evening; Rollerskating, sixteen
hours during the day, twenty-eight hours in the evening; Soft-
ball, forty-nine and one quarter hours during the day, eleven
and one quarter hours during the day, eleven and one quarter
in the evening; Swimming, fifteen and one half hours in the
afternoon, two and one quarter hours in the evening; Tennis
thirty- six hours during the day, two and one half hours in the
evening; Track, twelve hours during the day.
The nonparticipator group in extracurricular physical
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education activities in school, participated to greater extent
in sports outside of school, than the participator group. This
was true of all sports listed except badminton, basketball and
tennis
•
Bicycling was the most popular sport with 42.1 per cent
participation, bowling was second with 24 per cent, roller-
skating third with 23.6 per cent and softball fourth with 16.6
per cent.
Sports outside of school during the Winter . Of the group
which participated in extracurricular physical education activ-
ities in school, the number participating in sports outside of
school, during the Winter was; Basketball, twenty- two; Bowling,
twenty-four; Coasting, six; Horseback Riding, one; Iceskating,
forty-four; Rollerskating, seventeen; Skiing, eighteen; Swim-
ming, five. Thirteen girls in this group did not participate in
sports outside of school.
Of the group which did not participate in school, the
number participating in sports outside of school was; Badminton,
one; Basketball, seven; Bowling, thirty-seven; Coasting, eleven;
Iceskating, one hundred six; Ping pong, one; Rollerskating,
forty-seven; Skiing, seventeen; Swimming, seven. The number who
did not participate in any sports during the Winter was forty-
seven.
The average number of hours spent in participation by
each girl, during the Winter, was; Badminton, twelve hours in
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TABLE XIX
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES PARTICIPATING IN
SPORTS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL AND THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT BY EACH GIRL
IN PARTICIPATION DURING THE FALL
Non- Total Average
Sports Partici- Per partici- Per no. Per no. hours
pants cent pants cent partici- cent per girl
pating for Fall
Day Eve
.
Badminton 1
Basketball 2
Bicycling 45
Bowling 26
Fishing 3
Handball 1
Hiking 1
Horseback 11
Rollerskating 26
Softball 20
Swimming* 16
Tennis 18
Track 0
No Sports 9
.3# 0
.6# 1 .3#
13.8# 92 28.3#
8. # 52 16. #
.9# 6 1.8#
.3# 1 .3#
.3# 1 .3#
3.3# 13 4. #
8. # 51 15.6#
6.1# 34 10.4#
4.9# 30 9.2#
5.5# 12 3.6#
1 .3#
2.7# 37 11.3#
1 .3# 48
3 .9# 16 22
137 42.1# 54 7
78 24. # 3 isi
9 2.7# 17 1
2 • 6# 24
2 .6# 72
24 7.3# 15|r 5i
77 23.6# 16 28
54 16.6# 49i ni
46 14.1# 15f 4
30 9.2# 36 4
1 .3# 12
*Time shown for swimming is for the month of September only.
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the evening; Basketball, thirty-five hours during the day,
thirty-one and one half hours in the evening; Bowling, six hours
during the day, twenty-seven hours in the evening; Coasting,
seventy-seven and one half hours during the day, six and one
half hours in the evening; Horseback Riding, forty-eight hours
in the afternoon; Ice skating, twenty-nine hours during the day,
seven hours in the evening; Ping pong, ninety-six hours in the
evening; Rollerskating, twenty and one quarter hours during the
day, forty-four hours in the evening; Skiing, seventy-three and
one quarter hours during the day; Swimming, seven hours during
the day, ten and one half hours in the evening. The total number
of girls who did not participate in a sport outside of school
during the Winter was sixty, or 18*4 per cent of the sophomore
girls
.
Basketball, skiing and horseback riding had a higher
percentage of participation from the group which participate in
extracurricular activities in school, but all other sports
listed had a greater percentage of participation from the group
which did not participate in extracurricular physical education
activities in school.
Ice skating was the most popular Winter sport with 46.1
per cent participation; Rollerskating was second with IS.
6
per cent; Bowling third, with 18.7 per cent; and skiing fourth
with 10<>7 per cent participation.
Participation in sports outside of school during the
Spring . Of the group which participated in extracurricular
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TABLE XX
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP SOPHOMORES PARTICIPATING IN
SPORTS OUTSIDE OP SCHOOL AND THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OP HOURS SPENT BY EACH GIRL IN
PARTICIPATION DURING THE WINTER
Sports
Non- Total Average
Partici- Per partici- Per no. Per no. hours
pants cent pants cent partici- cent per girl
pating for
Winter
Day Eve,
Badminton 0
6.7%
1 .3% 1 .3% 12
Basketball 22 7 2.lg 29 8.9% 35 3li
Bowling 24 7 .3% 37 11.3% 61 18.7% 6 27
Coasting 6 1.8% 11 3.3% 17 5.2% 77i 6*
Horseback 1 .3% 0 1 .3% 48
Iceskating 44 13.3% 106 32.6% 150 46.1% 29 7
Ping pong 0
3.2%
1 .3% 1 .3% 96
Rollerskating 17 47 14.4% 64 19.6% 20i 44
Skiing 18 3.3% 17 3.2% 35 10.7% 73|
Swimming 5 1.3% 7 2.1% 12 3.6% 7 10i
No Sports 13 4 • % 47 14.4% 60 18.4%
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physical education activities in school, the number partici-
pating in sports outside of school was; Bicycling, six; Bowling
,
nineteen; Fishing, six; Handball, one; Hiking, three; Horse-
back Riding, ten; Rollerskating, seventeen; Sailing, one; Soft-
ball, thirty-six; Swimming, nineteen; Tennis, sixteen; Track,
seven. The number in this group who did not participate in any
sport outside of school was fifteen.
Of the group which did not participate in any extra-
curricular physical education activities in school the number
participating in sports outside of school was; Badminton, one;
Bicycling, eleven; Bowling, forty-five; Dodgeball, one; Fishing,
eleven; Handball, one; Hiking, three; Horseback Riding, seven-
teen; Iceskating, one; Rollerskating, forty-seven; Shooting,
one; Softball, forty-six; Swimming, fifty-six; Tennis, twenty-
four; Track, one. The number in this group who did not partici-
pate in any sport during the Spring was forty-five or 13.8 per
cent of the Sophomore girls.
The average number of hours spent in participation by
each girl during the Spring was; Badminton, twenty-four hours
during the day; Bicycling, fifty-five and one half hours during
the day, eleven and one quarter hours in the evening; Bowling,
five and one half hours during the day, eighteen and one half
hours in the evening; Dodgeball, twenty-four hours during the
day; Fishing, twenty-seven and one half hours during the day,
four and one quarter hours in the evening; Horseback Riding,
twenty- two and one half hours during the day, three and one
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quarter hours in the evening; Handball, twenty-four hours during
the day; Hiking, forty-two hours during the day, thirty-one
hours in the evening; Rollerskating, seventeen and one quarter
hours during the day, thirty-two and one quarter hours in the
evening; Sailing, twenty-four hours during the day; Softball,
fifty-six and one quarter hours during the day, and one half
hour in the evening; Swimming, fifteen and one half hours during
the day, one and one half hours in the evening; Tennis, thirty-
four and one half hours during the day, seventeen hours in the
evening; Track, twenty-four hours during the day* The total
number of girls not participating in any sport outside of school
was sixty, or 18.4 per cent of sophomore girls.
A greater percentage of the group which did not partici-
pate in extracurricular physical education activities in school,
participates in all Spring sports outside of school, except
track.
Softball was the most popular sport with 25.2 per cent
participation. Swimming was second with 23 per cent; Rollerskat-
ing and Bowling third with 19.6 per cent each, and tennis was
fourth most popular Spring sport with 12.3 per cent partici-
pation.
Activities pupils would like to participate in if includ-
ed in the extracurricular physical education program . Pupils
were asked to check activities in which they would like to par-
ticipate, if included in the after school program. These activ-
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TABLE XXI
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES PARTICIPATING IN
SPORTS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL AND THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT BY EACH GIRL IN
PARTICIPATION DURING THE SPRING
Average
Non- Total no. hours
Sports Partici- Per partici- Per no. Per per girl
pants cent pants cent partici- cent for
pating Spring
Day Eve.
Badminton 0 1 o3# 1 .3# 24
Bicycling 6 1.8# 11 3.3# 17 5.2# 55} nf
Bowling 19 5*8# 45 13.8# 64 19.6# 5| 18}
Dodgeball 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 24
44Fishing 6 1.8# 11 3.3# 17 5.2# 27}
Handball 1 .3# 1 .3# 2 .6# 24
Hiking 3 .9# 3 .9# 6 1.8# 42 31
Horseback 10 3. # 17 5.2# 27 8.3# 22} 3i
Iceskating 0 1 .3# 1 .3# 48 24
Rollerskating 17 5.2# 47 14.4# 64 19.6# i7i 32}
Sailing 1 .3# 0
.3#
1 .3# 24
Shooting 0
11 o #
1 1 .3# 96
Softball 36 46 14.1# 82 25.2# 56} 9}
Swiinming*- 19 5.8# 56 17.2# 75 23. # 15} it
Tennis 16 4.9# 24 7.3# 40 12.3# 34} 17
Track 7 2.1# 1 .3# 8 2.4# 24
No Sports 15 4.6# 45 13.8# 60 18.4#
#Time shown for swimming is for the month of June only.
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ities were all included in the required physical education pro-
gram, so students had experienced participation in each of them.
Of the group which participated in extracurricular phys-
ical education activities in school, the number checking each
activity was; Apparatus, eighteen; Stunts, twenty; Modern Dance,
thirty-one; Country dancing, twenty-five; Social dancing, sixty-
five. The number in this group who did not check any activity
was ten, or 3 per cent of the Sophomore class.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number checking
each activity was; Apparatus, forty-seven; Stunts, thirty-eight;
Modern dance, sixty-one; Country dancing, forty-eight; Social
dancing, one hundred forty-six. The number in this group who
did not check any activity was forty, or 12.3 per cent of the
Sophomore class.
A greater percentage of the participator group indicated
a desire to participate in all of the activities listed.
Participation in school clubs. Of the group which par-
ticipated in extracurricular physical education activities in
school the number belonging to school clubs was; Dramatic, six-
teen; Italian, four. Seventy-one members of this group did not
belong to clubs
.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school the number belonging to
school clubs was; Dramatic, fifteen; Italian, eleven. The number
f Boston University
School of Education
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TABLE XXII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP SOPHOMORES WHO WOULD LIKE
TO PARTICIPATE IN SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
IP THEY WERE INCLUDED IN THE
EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAM
Non- Total
Activities Partici- Per partici- Per no. Per
pants cent pants cent checking cent
Apparatus 18 5.5$ 47 14.4$ 65 20. $
Stunts 20 6.1$ 38 11.6$ 58 17.8$
Modern Dance 31 9.5$ 61 18.7$ 92 28.3$
Country Dancing 25 7.6$ 48 14.7$ 73 22.4$
Social Dancing 65 20. $ 146 44.9$ 211 64.9$
Did Not Check 10 3. $ 40 12.3$ 50 15.3$
of girls from this group who did not belong to a school club
was two hundred seven.
The total number of Sophomores not belonging to a school
club was two hundred seventy-eight or 85.5 per cent.
Sophomores belonged to only two of the school clubs and
one of the two was active for a period of three weeks.
Participation in other school activities . Of the group
which participated in extracurricular physical education activ-
ities in school, the number participating in other school activ-
ities was; All Girl Choir, eight; Mixed Chorus, one; Student
Council, one; Class Officer, one; Prom Committee, twelve; School
Paper, one. Of this group, seventy-six girls did not participate
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TABLE XXIII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES BELONGING TO SCHOOL
CLUBS AND THE AVERAGE TIME SPENT ON CLUB
ACTIVITIES DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Average
Clubs Partici - Per Non- Per Total no. Per no. of
pants cent partici - cent belonging cent hours
pants to clubs per girl
Art 0 0 0
Business Girls 0 0 0
Camera 0 0 0
Dramatic*- 16 4.9$ 15 4.6$ 31 9.5$ 4
Girls Club 0 0 0
Home Economics 0 0 0
Honor Society 0 0 0
Italian 4 1.2$ 11 3.3$ 15 4.6$ 15
Ski Club 0 0 0
Stamp 0 0 0
Belong to Club 20 6.1$ 26 8. $ 46 14.1$
No Club 71 21.8$ 207 63.6$ 278 85.5$
^Active for only three weeks.
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in any other school activity.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number partici-
pating in other school activities was; All Girl Choir, sixteen;
Mixed Chorus, one; Band, two; Orchestra, two; House of Delegates
three; Class Officer, one; Prom Committee, ten; School Paper,
two. The number from this group, not participating in other
school activities was one hundred eighty-eight or 57*8 per cent
of the Sophomores. The total number of Sophomores not partici-
pating in these activities was two hundred sixty-four or 81*2
per cent of the class.
The approximate number of hours spent on each activity
by each girl during the school year was; All Girl Choir, forty-
eight hours; Mixed Chorus, forty-eight hours; Band, one hundred
sixty hours in the evening; Orchestrs, one hundred twenty hours;
House of Delegates, four hours; Student Council, two hours;
Class Officer, twenty-five hours; Prom Committee, eight hours;
School Paper, twenty hours.
Less than 1 per cent of the sophomore girls participate
in any activity except All Girl Choir in which 7.3 per cent
participate; and Prom Committee, in which 6.7 per cent of the
girls serve for an average of eight hours during the school year
A greater percentage from the nonparticipant group in
extracurricular physical education activities, participated in
other school activities*
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TABLE XXIV
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES PARTICIPATING IN OTHER
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS
SPENT IN PARTICIPATION IN OTHER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
BY EACH GIRL DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Activities Partici
pants
Non-
- Per partici-
cent pants
Per
cent
Total
no •
partici
pants
Per
- cent
Average
no . hours
per girl
per year
All Girl Choir 8 2.4$ 16 4.9$ 24 7.3$ 48
Mixed Chorus 1 .3$ 1 .3$ 2 .6$ 48
Band 0 2 .6j£ 2 .6* 160
Orchestra 0 2 .6% 2 ..6$ 120
Hse. Delegates 0 3 .9$ 3 .9$ 4
Student Coun. 1 .3$ 0 1 .3$ 2
Class Officer 1 .3$ 1 .3$ 2 .6$ 25
Year Book 0 0 0
Cheerleader 0 0 0
Marshal 0 0 0
Prom Com* 12 3.6$ 10 3. $ 22 6.7$ 8
School Paper 1 .3$ 2 •6$ 3 .9$ 20
Participate 15 4.6$ 45 13.8$ 60 18.4$
Nonparticipate 76 25.3$ 188 57.8$ 264 81.2$
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Number belonging to Sororities . Of the group which par-
ticipated in extracurricular physical education activities, the
number belonging to Sororities was seventeen or 5,2 per cent of
the class.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number belonging to Sororities
was twenty-two or 6.7 per cent of the class.
The total number of Sophomores belonging to Sororities was
thirty-nine, or 12 per cent of the class.
The average number of hours spent on Sorority activities
by each girl during the school year, was eighty-four and one
half hours.
TABLE XXV
PER CENT AND NUMBEROF SOPHOMORES BELONGING TO SORORITIES
AND THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT BY EACH MEMBER,
IN SORORITY ACTIVITIES DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Non- Total
Partici- Per partici- Per no. of Per
pants cent pants cent girls cent
Sororities 17 5.2$ 22 6.7$ 39 12. $
Average
no. hours
partici-
pation
per girl
84£
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Participation in clubs and organizations outside the
school . Of the group which participated in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number participating in each
club or organization was; Church Clubs; twenty-eight. Church
Choir, two; Daughters of Italy, one; Girl Scouts, five; Junior
Womens', eleven; Rainbow, six; Rollerskating, one; Others, six.
The number from this group, not belonging to clubs and organiza-
tions, was fifty-one.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities, the number participating in each
club or organization was; Church Clubs, sixty-six; Church Choir,
one; Daughters of Italy, four; Girl Scouts, seven; Junior Womens’
nineteen; Rainbow, sixteen; Rollerskating club, five; Youth
Council, three; L.E.P. Club, five; Others, five. The number from
this group not belonging to clubs or organizations was one
hundred forty- six.
The average number of hours of participation in clubs and
organizations was; Church Clubs, forty- seven hours during the
day, sixty-nine and one half in the evening; Church Choir, one
hundred in the evening; Daughters of Italy, twenty- eight in the
evening; Girl Scouts, fifty-three and one fourth hours during
the day and thirty-six and one half hours in the evening; Junior
Womens’; twenty-four and one half hours during the day; Rainbow,
fifty-four and one half hours in the evening; Rollerskating Club,
one hundred seventy-three and one half hours during the day;
,'
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Youth Council, forty hours in the evening; L.E.P. Club, fifty
hours in the evening; Others, sixty-one in the evening.
A total number of one hundred ninety-seven or 60*6 per
cent did not belong to clubs or organizations outside the school*
As was true with the Juniors, is also true with the
Sophomores, Church Clubs attract the higest percentage of girls.
The three highest in this group was Church Clubs 28.9 per cent;
Junior Womens’ clubs, 9.2 per cent; and Rainbow, 6.7 per cent
of the girls in the sophomore class.
Participation in other activities outside the school .
Of the group which participated in extracurricular physical
education activities in school, the number participating in other
activities, not including clubs and organizations was; Art, one;
Dancing, ten; Music, twenty-six; Reading, nine; Sewing, four.
The number in this group, not participating in outside activities
was fifty-six or 17.2 per cent of the sophomore girls.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurric-
ular physical education activities in school, the number par-
ticipating in other activities was; Art, three. Dancing, sixteen;
elocution, one; Music, fifty-seven; Reading, nine; Sewing, ten;
Sunday School Teaching, two. The number in this group not par-
ticipating in other activities was sixty, ot 18.4 per cent of
the sophomore girls.
The average number of hours of participation by each girl
for each week was; Art, one hundred fifty hours during the day
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TABLE XXVI
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP SOPHOMORES PARTICIPATING IN CLUBS
AND ORGANIZATIONS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL AND THE
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OP HOURS OP PARTICIPATION
IN THESE ACTIVITIES DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Total Average
Clubs Partici- Per Non- Per no. Per no. hours
and pants cent partici- cent partici- cent per girl
organizations pants pating per year
Day Eve.
Church Clubs 28 8.6$ 66 20. $ 94 28.9$ 47 69^
Church Choir 2 • 6$ 1 .3$ 3 .9$ 0 100
Daugh. Italy 1 .3$ 4 1.2$ 5 1.5$ 28
Girl Scouts 5 1.5$ 7 2.1$ 12 3*6$ 53i 36i
Junior Womens’ 11 3.3$ 19 5.7$ 30 9.2$ »4
Rainbow 6 1.8$ 16 4.8$ 22 6.7$ 54f
Rollerskating 1 .3$ 5 1.5$ 6 1.8$ 173i
Youth Council 0 3 .9$ 3 .9$ 40
L.E.P. Club 0 5 1.5$ 5 1.5$ 50
Others# 6 1.3$ 5 1.5$ 11 3.3$ 61
No Club 51 15.6$ 146 44.4$ 197 60.6$
#These not named since there were nine to which not more than
a total of one or two belonged.

ninety hours in the evening; Dancing, one hundred seventy-four
hours during the day, ninety-eight and one half hours in the
evening; Elocution, two hundred eighty hours during the day;
Music, two hundred sixty-four and one half hours during the day,
fifty-five hours in the evening; Reading, ninety-five and one
half hours during the day, one hundred fifty-one hours in the
evening; Sewing, one hundred hours during the day, one hundred
eight and one half hours in the evening; Sunday School Teach-
ing, forty hours during the day, twenty hours in the evening.
The total number of girls not participating in other
activities outside of school was one hundred and sixteen, or
35.5 per cent of the Sophomores.
Music was the most popular of this group of activities
with 25.5 per cent participating; Dancing was second with 8 per
cent participating; and reading was third with 5.5 per cent
participating.
The number of girls who work
, and do not help at home
Of the group which participated in extracurricular physical
education activities in school, the number who worked was as
follows; Ballet, one; Candy girl, one; Care of children, twelve;
Hospital, two; Housework, one; Laundry, one; Library, one; Store
five. Waitress, two; Others, two.
The total number of girls in this group who worked was
twenty-eight or 8.6 per cent of the Sophomores.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
--
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.
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES PARTICIPATING
IN OTHER ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL
AND THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF HOURS
OF PARTICIPATION DURING
THE SCHOOL YEAR
Non- Total Average
Other Partici-Per parti- Per no. Per no. hours
Activities pants cent cipants cent partici- cent per girl
pating per year
Day Eve.
Art 1 .3# 3 .9$ 4 1.2$ 150 90
Dancing 10 3.. $ 16 4.9$ 26 8. $ 174 93i
Elocution 0 1 .3$ 1 .3$ 280
Music 26 8. $ 57 17.5$ 83 25.5$ 264j 55
Reading 9 2.7$ 9 2.7$ 18 5.5$ 95£155
Sewing* 4 1.2$ 10 3. $ 14 4.3$ 100 108i
Teach Sunday Sch. 0 2 .6$ 2 .6$ 40 20
No Activities 56 17.2$ 60 18.4$ 116 35.6$
^Includes knitting and crocheting.
i
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physical education activities, the number who worked was as
follows; Care of children, eighteen; Cleansers, one; Housework,
one; Office, six; Soda Fountain, one; Store, eleven; Theatre,
one; Waitress, two.
The average number of days worked each week by any one
girl doing that particular type of work was; Ballet dancing,
three days; Candy girl, two days; Care of Children, three days;
Cleansers and Hospital, six days each; Housework, three days;
Laundry, five days; Library and Office, four dayseach; Soda
Fountain, five days; Store, six days; Theatre, five days;
Waitress, three and one half days; Other type, five days.
The average number of hours worked each week, by each
girl doing that particular type of work was; Ballet, two hours
during the day, one hour in the evening; Candy girl, eight hours
during the day; Care of children, five and one half hours dur-
ing the day, five hours in the evening; Cleansers, twenty-nine
hours during the day; Hospital, nineteen hours during the day,
three hours in the evening; Housework, seven and one half hours
during the day; Laundry, thirty hours during the day; Library,
fifteen hours during the day; Office, eleven and one half hours
during the day, two hours in the evening; Soda Fountain, seven-
teen and one half hours during the day; Store, twenty-two and
one half hours during the day, one and one quarter hours in the
evening; Theatre, fifteen hours in the evening; Waitress, seven-
teen hours during the day, two and one half hours in the evening
Other types, five and one half hours during the day, three in
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the evening.
In the participator group 8,6 per cent of the girls work-
ed; in the nonparticipator group 21,2 per cent Y/orked.
Care of children attracted the greatest percentage with
9,2 per cent of the class participating in this type of work;
Store work was second with 4,9 per cent; and office work third
with 1.8 per cent participating. Less than 1 per cent partici-
pated in each of the other type of work included.
The number of girls who work and help at home . Of the
group which participated in extracurricular physical education
activities in school, the number who worked and also helped at
home was; Care of children, thirty- tv/o. Help at home, thirty-
five; Library Page, one; Store, four.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, the number who worked
and also helped at home was; Care of children, ninety-three
;
Help at home, one hundred five; Hospital, housework, library
page, one each; Office, four; Skating teacher, one; Store,
fifteen; Other, types, one.
The average number of hours worked by each girl in the
various types of work was; Care of children, three hours. Help
at home, five hours; Hospital, seven hours; Housework, six hours
Library and office, one hour each; Store, three hours; Other
types, four.
The average number of hours worked each week by each girl
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TABLE XXVIII
PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES WHO WORK OUTSIDE THEIR
OWN HOMES, THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS EACH
GIRL WORKS AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF
HOURS EACH GIRL WORKS EACH WEEK
No. No. Average Average
Type of of Total no
.
days hours
of par- Per non- Per no
.
Per worked worked
work tici- cent par- cent did cent per girl per girl
pants tici- work per week per week
pants Day Eve.
Ballet 1 .3% 0 1 . 3% 3 2 1
Candy Girl 1 .3% 0
3 . 3%
1 .3# 2 8 0
Care of Child. 12 3.6$ 18 30 9.2% 3 5
Cleansers 0 1 . 3% 1 . 3% 6 29 0
Hospital 2 . 6% 0 2 . 6% 6 19 3
Housework 1 . 3% 1 . 3% 2 . 6% 3 7* 0
Laundry 1 . 3% 0 1 . 3% 5 30 0
Library 1 . 3% 0
1 . 8%
1 .3# 4 15 0
Office 0 6 6 1 . 8% 4 lli 2
Soda Clerk 0
1.5#
1 . 3% 1 . 3% 5 17'|
22i
0
Store 5 11 3 . 3% 16 4 . 9% 6 ii
Theatre 0 1 . 3% 1 . 3% 5 0 15
Waitress 2 . 6% 2 . 6% 4 1.2% 4 17 ol^2
Others* 2 .
6
% 0 2 . 6% 5 8—°2 3
r«
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in the various types of work was; Care of children, four and one
fourth hours during the day, seven and one half hours in the
evening; Help at home, seven and one fourth hours in the evening
Hospital, six hours during the day, fourteen hours in the
evening; Housework, eighteen hours during the day; Library Page,
fifteen hours during the day, one hour in the evening; Office,
thirteen and one half hours during the day; Skating Teacher,
two hours during the day; Store, eleven hours during the day,
one and one fourth hours in the evening; Other types, thirteen
hours during the day, eleven hours in the evening.
The proportion of girls working, in the nonparticipator
group was 28,6 per cent or nearly three times as great as the
proportion of girls in the participator group.
Care of children attracted the greatest number of girls
with 38,4 per cent participating in this work; Store work
attracted the second greatest number with 5,8 per cent partici-
pating; Office work was third with 1,2 per cent participating.
The number who he lp at home and the number who do not
help at home and do not work . Of the group which participated
in extracurricular physical education activities in school;
twenty-eight or 8,7 per cent help at home but did no other type
of work; Seven or 2,1 per cent did not help at home and did not
work outside their homes.
Of the group which did not participate in extracurricular
physical education activities in school; sixty-three or 19.3
/.
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TABLE XXIX
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PER CENT AND NUMBER OF SOPHOMORES WHO WORK AND ALSO
HELP AT HOME, THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS
EACH HELPS AT HOME AND WORKS AND THE
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
EACH GIRL HELPS AT HOME AND WORKS
No.
Type of
No.
of
Average Average
no. days hours
of par- Per non- Per Total Per worked worked
work tici- cent par- cent no. cent per girl per girl
pants tici- per week per week
pants Day Eve.
Care Child. 32 9.3%
Help at Home 35 10.7%
Hospital 0
Housework 0
.3%Library Page 1
Office 0
Teach Skating 0
1.2%Store 4
Other types-::- 0
93 23.6% 125 33.4% 3
105 32.3% 140 43. % 5
1 .3% 1 .3% 7
1 .3% 1 .3% 6
1 .3% 2 .6% 4
4 1*2% 4 1.2% 4
1 *3% 1 <>3% 1
15 4.6% 19 3.3% 3
1 .3% 1 .3% 4
4? 7J-
n i
6 14
18 0
15 1
1*£ 0
2
ii ii
13 11
^Worked not named.

per cent helped at home but did no other type of work; twenty-
one or 6*4 per cent did not help at home and did not work out-
side •
The average number of days each girl helped at home was
five; the average number of hours each girl helped at home each
week was eight and one half hours during the day and eight and
one half hours in the evening.
A total of one hundred nineteen sophomore girls or 36.6
per cent do not work outside their homes.
TABLE XXX
PER CENT AND NUMBER OP SOPHOMORES WHO HELP AT HOME,
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OP DAYS EACH HELPS AT HOME, THE
AVERAGE NUMBER OP HOURS EACH HELPS AT HOME EACH
WEEK, AND THE PER CENT AND NUMBER WHO DO NOT
HELP AT HOME AND DO NOT WORK OUTSIDE
No. No. Average Average
of of Total no • days hours
par- Per non- Per of Per worked worked
tici- cent par- cent both cent per girl per girl
pants tici- per week per week
pants Day Eve.
Help at Home 28 8.7$
No Help at
63 19.3$ 91 K) 00 . 5 8i 8|
Home and
no other Work 7 2.1$ 21 6.4$ 28 8.6$
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Part I, The Summary .
The problem . The study was made with sophomore and
junior girls in the Senior High School of a city with a popula-
tion of approximately 65,000 persons. There is one large high
school with a total enrollment of twenty three hundred pupils.
Physical education facilities and equipment are good.
Teaching responsibilities in the department are shared by three
trained women physical education teachers.
The need for the study . Observation of participation in
extracurricular activities throughout the school have lead to
the belief that adjustments might be made, in order to more
fully meet the needs and interests of the group.
It is believed that in adapting a program of extracur-
ricular physical education activities to students, methods and
activities must be chosen that will make opportunity for devel-
opment equally available and desirable to all students.
The purpose of the study. The purpose of the study was
to present a set of statistics which will show the extent of
participation, of sophomore and junior girls, in extracurricular
activities both within and without the confines of the school,
during the school year. The activities covered, include physical
-*
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education, music, clubs, sororities, work and any other activ-
ities in which the pupils participate.
It is hoped that the study has revealed pertinent infor-
mation which may serve as a guide in further developing and
improving the extracurricular physical education program, to
more fully meet the needs and interests of a greater proportion
of the high school girls.
Group studied . Members of all sophomore and junior girls’
physical education classes in the high school where the study
was made, were included in the survey. A total of six hundred and
fifty-nine questionnaires were completed.
Methods and procedure s . The questionnaire was given to
sophomore and junior girls in their physical education classes.
Approximately one half the number in each class was accompanied
to a class room, where the questionnaire could be filled out
under more desirable conditions.
Sophomore and Junior questionnaires were studied and the
results worked into table form as separate groups throughout
the study. Each of the two main groups was further broken down
into those girls who participate in extracurricular physical
education activities in school and those girls who do not par-
ticipate in extracurricular physical education activities in
school.
Discussion of the data. The material collected in the
--
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survey has been tabulated for each group of activities. Each
table shows the extent of participation in other activities; of
those girls who participated in extracurricular physical educa-
tion activities and the extent of participation in other activ-
ities of those girls who do not participate in physical educa-
tion activities in school. TABLE I through XV have to do with
activities of Juniors and TABLES XVI through XXX have to do
with the activities of Sophomores.
I. Data for junior girls.
A. TABLE I (p. 8) indicates that;
1. Of the four groups entering high school the
Hobbs group had the greatest per cent of par-
ticipation, the Roberts the second, the Lincoln
the third and the "Others’* fourth greatest per
cent of participation in Senior High School.
2. 37.4 per cent of the Juniors participate in
extracurricular physical education activities
in school.
3. 62*6 per cent of the Juniors do not participate
in extracurricular physical education activities
in Senior High School.
B. Participation in inter scholastic sports, TABLE II,
(p. 9) indicates that;
1. The percentage of Juniors who participated in
each of the interscholastic sports was small.
2. Two afternoons each week were being devoted to
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a small percentage of the group.
C. Participation in intramural activities. TABLE III
(p. 11) indicates that;
1. Of the eight activities listed, only horseback
riding had a smaller percentage of participa-
tion than any of the interscholastic sports.
2. All but two intramural activities had a greater
percentage of participation than any of the
interscholastic sports.
3. Of all intramural activities country dancing
had the greatest per cent of participation.
D. Participation in sports outside of school during
the Fall. TABLE IV (p. 14) indicates that;
1. A greater per cent of nonparticipants in extra-
curricular physical education activities than of
participants in these activities in school,
participated in all sports outside of school,
except badminton, basketball, softball and
tennis
•
2. The sports having the greatest percentage of
participants were bicycling first, bowling
second, rollerskating third, and swimming the
fourth greatest per cent participating.
E. Participation in sports outside of school during
the Winter. TABLE V (p. 16) indicates that;
1. A greater percentage of the nonparticipants in
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extracurricular physical education activities
in school, than the participants in these activ-
ities in school, participated in all sports out-
side of school, except basketball, swimming, and
track.
2. The sports having the greatest percentage of
participants were, iceskating the greatest,
bowling the second greatest and rollerskating
the third greatest per cent of participation.
P. Participation in sports outside of school during
the Spring. TABLE VI (p. 19) indicates that;
1. A greater percentage of nonparticipants in
physical education activities in school, than of
the participants in these activities, took part
in all sports outside of school except badmin-
ton, softball and tennis.
2. The sports having the greatest percentage of
participants were bowling the greatest, swim-
ming the second, rollerskating the third and
tennis the fourth greatest percentage of par-
ticipants •
Go Activities pupils would like to participate in if
they were included in the extracurricular physical
education program. TABLE VII (p.20) indicates that;
1. A greater percentage of the nonparticipators in
extracurricular physical education activities
--
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signified a desire to participate in all of the
activities listed, except country dancing.
2. The popularity of the activities was social
dancing first, country dancing second, modern
dance third, apparatus fourth and stunts fifth.
3. Only a small percentage did not indicate a de-
sire to participate in at least one of the
activities listed.
H. Participation in school clubs. TABLE VIII (p. 22)
indicates that;
1.
A greater percentage of the girls who partici-
pate in extracurricular physical education
activities also participated to greater extent
in school club activities*
J. Participation in other school activities. TABLE IX
(p. 25) indicates that;
1. Agreater percentage of the group which did not
take part in extracurricular physical education
activities in school, than of the group which
did take part in those activities, participates
in other school activities
2. A total of eighty-nine girls or 24 per cent
participated in at least one of this group of
activities
•
• Cheerleading was the most popular activity of
the group.
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K. Number belonging to sororities. TABLE X (p. 26)
indicates that;
1. A total of fifty-five or 16.7 per cent of the
class belonged to sororities.
2. Sororities held one meeting a week during the
school year. Members spent an average of one
hundred twenty hours participating in sorority
activities during the year.
L. Participation in clubs and organizations outside of
school. TABLE XI (p. 28) indicates that;
1. A total of one hundred ninety-four or 58.9 per
cent belonged to a club or organization out-
side of school.
2. The three groups having the greatest per cent of
membership were; Church clubs first. Junior
Womens’ club second, and Rainbow the third.
M. Participation in other activities outside of school.
TABLE XII (p. 31) indicates that;
1. The following outside activities had the great-
est percentage of participation; music the
greatest, sewing second, reading third and
dancing the fourth.
N. Number of girls who work, help at home and the
number who do not work, do not help at home.
TABLES XIII, (p. 33) XIV (p. 36), and XV (p. 37)
indicates that;
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1. A total of two hundred twenty-one or 67.1 per
cent do some type of work.
2. A total of one hundred thirty-nine or 41.9 per
cent do some type of work and help at home.
3. A greater percentage of the girls who did not
participate in extracurricular physical educa-
ion activities in school, worked.
4. A total of ninety-eight or 29.7 per cent do not
work. Of this group, 20 per cent help at home
an average of six days per week.
5. The average number of days worked per girl,
was four days per week.
II. Data for Sophomores.
A. Participation in extracurricular physical education
activities, TABLE XVI (p.39) indicates that;
1. Of the four groups entering high school, the
extent of participation for each was, "Others”
the greatest, Hobbs second, Roberts third, and
Lincoln fourth.
2. Of the three hundred twent-five Sophomores,
ninety-one or 28 per cent participated in extra-
curricular physical education activities in
school.
B. Participation of sophomore girls in interscholastic
activities. TABLE XVII (p. 40) indicates that;
1. The proportion of Sophomores participating in
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the only interscholastic sport open to them was
small. Field hockey attracted 2.1 per cent
participation.
2.
Two afternoons were devoted to field hockey
practice. Juniors and Sophomores practiced
together.
Participation in intramural activities. TABLE XVIII
(p. 42) indicates that;
1. Of the intramural activities listed, country
dancing had the greatest proportion of partici-
pation with 14.7 per cent of the entire group
taking part.
2. Horseback riding had the smallest participation
with .6 per cent taking part.
3. Each intramural activity had one activity period
per week except tennis and dancing which had
two each.
4. Each of the intramural activities except horse-
back riding had a greater per cent of partici-
pation than the one interscholastic activity.
Participation in sports outside of school during
the Fall. TABLE XIX (p. 45) indicates that;
1. The nonparticipator group in extracurricular
physical education activities in school, par-
ticipated to greater extent in sports outside
of school, than the participator group. This
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was true of all sports listed except badminton,
basketball and tennis,
2. Bicycling was the most popular sport, bowling
was second, rollerskating third and softball
was fourth most popular sport amongst Sophomores.
E. Participation in sports outside od school during
the Winter. TABLE XX (p. 47) indicates that;
1* All sports except basketball, skiing and horse-
back riding had a greater percentage of partici-
pation from the group which did not participate
in extracurricular physical education activities
in school,
2. Iceskating was the most popular winter sport,
rollerskating was second, bowling third and
skiing fourth most popular winter sport with
the entire group.
P. Participation in sports outside of school in the
Spring, TABLE XXI (p. 50) indicates that;
1* There was a greater percentage of participation
among the girls in the group which did not
participate in extracurricular physical educa-
tion activities in school than in the group
which did participate in these activities,
2. Softball was the most popular sport, swimming
was second, rollerskating and bowling third,
and tennis the fourth most popular sport outside
.*
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school during the Spring.
G. Activities pupils would like to participate in if
they were included in the extracurricular physical
education program. TABLE XXII ( p. 52) indicates
that;
1. A greater percentage of the nonparticipant
group signified a desire to participate in all
of the activities listed.
2. Of the entire group, the greatest number check-
ed social dancing, the second greatest checked
modern dance. Country dancing was the third
most popular, apparatus fourth, and stunts,
fifth most popular activity on the list.
3. All but fifty girls checked at least one activ-
ity in which they would like to participate, if
they had the opportunity to do so.
H. Participation in school clubs. TABLE XXIII (p.53)
indicates that;
1. Sophomores participation in school clubs is
slight.
2. Sophomores belong to only two school clubs, one
of which was active for a period of only three
weeks
.
3* A greater percentage of the nonparticipators
in extracurricular physical education activ-
ities belong to clubs.
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J. Participation in other school activities. TABLE
XXIV (p. 55) indicates that;
1, Less than 1 per cent of the Sophomores partici-
pate in any activity, except All Girl Choir in
which 7.3 per cent participate, and Prom
Committee, in which 6.7 per cent of the girls
serve for an average of eight hours during the
school yean.
2. A greater percentage from the nonparticipant
group in extracurricular physical education
activities, participated in other school
activities
•
K. Number belonging to sororities. TABLE XXV (p. 56)
indicates that;
1. 12 per cent of the class belonged to sorori-
ties.
2. Sororities met one evening a week during the
school year.
3. Sophomore sorority members spent an average
of eighty-four and one half hours each par-
ticipating in sorority activities during the
school year.
L. Participation in clubs and organizations outside
of school. TABLE XXVI (p. 59) indicates that;
1. Church clubs had the highest percentage of
membership.
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2.
Junior Womens’ clubs had the second and Rainbow
the third highest percentage of membership of
organizations in this group.
M. Participation in other activities outside of school.
TABLE XXVII (p. 61) indicates that;
1. 35.5 per cent of the sophomore girls did not
participate in outside activities.
2. Music was the most popular of these activities
with 25.5 per cent participating; dancing was
second with 8 per cent participating; and read-
ing was third with 5.5 per cent participating.
N. Number of girls who worked, help at home and the
number who did not work, did not help at home.
TABLES XXVIII (p. 64), XXIV (p. 67), and XXX (p. 67)
indicate that;
1. A greater percentage of girls in the nonpartici-
pant group worked than in the participant group.
2. A total number of two hundred six or 63.3 per
cent do some type of work.
3. A total of one hundred nineteen or 36.6 per
cent do not work. Of this group 28 per cent help
at home on an average of five days per week.
4. The average number of days worked per week was
four •
• The girls who worked, worked an average of
twelve hours per week during the day and those
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who worked at all in the evening, worked an
average of five hours per week in the evening.
Part II. The Conclusions
.
The following conclusions are suggested with the full
realization that the findings revealed by the study are not all
inclusive. Some more or less tentative conclusions however,
seemed apparent after a careful study of the data which was
collected. These conclusions apply only to the group and sit-
uation studied. They are stated briefly as follows;
1. There is a great amount of interest in physical ed-
ucation activities amongst a high percentage of the
V ; \
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group.
There is a need for more opportunity for participa-
tion and instruction in more individual sports and
activities, self-testing activities, and dancing of
all types, in the extracurricular physical education
program.
Since a large number of girls showed an interest in
intramural activities of all types, more time should
be devoted to these activities and less to inter-
scholastic activities.
Since a greater percentage of the nonparticipants in
extracurricular physical education activities in
school, than of the participants, were active in sport
outside of school, it may be possible that in general.
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lack of time is not an important factor in lack of
participation*
5* Since skating, skiing, fishing and hiking were popu-
lar with such a large number of the group, an outing
club offering instruction and opportunity for partici-
pation in these activities would perhaps, stimulate
further participation amongst the entire group.
6. Because so many girls indicated that they would like
to participate in apparatus, stunts, modern, country
and social dancing as extracurricular activities, it
seems reasonable to believe that they enjoyed partici-
pating in these activities in their required physical
education classes*
7. Participation in school club activities was more wide-
spread among Juniors, than among Sophomores*
8. Participation in clubs would perhaps be greater if
more clubs were open for membership to girls in their
sophomore year.
9* Since a greater proportion of the group which partici-
pated in extracurricular physical education activities
in school also participated to greater extent in
school club activities and since all other school
activities together reach a very small per cent more
of the nonparticipants, it is evident that some
special effort should be made to reach the large pro-
portion of pupils who are not participating in extra-
n.
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curricular activities in school.
10. Although more of the members of the nonparticipant
group did some type of work, a large proportion of
the participant group also worked, and since each
girl worked on an average of four days each week,
it is believed that if pupils were genuinly interest-
ed in some activity they would plan to leave time for
participation in that activity.
Part III . Recommendations .
In order to provide greater opportunity for develop-
ment through participation in extracurricular physical educa-
tion activities, the following recommendations are suggested;
1. The giving of simple awards for participation in
intramural activities. A simple point system could
be worked out and inexpensive emblems could be earn-
ed by pupils. Points towards an award should be given
for all intramural activities whether competitive,
noncompetitive, team, dual or individual.
2 0 The development of interscholastic class teams as
an outgrowth of the intramural team games in pref-
erence to varsity teams. This would be especially
desirable in basketball since there is already a
great amount of interest in basketball.
3. Add softball to the Fall sports. Since the Fall
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season is usually a period, of great enthusiam on the
part of pupils and since weather conditions etc. are
not always good in the Spring, there is no reason
why softball should not be played in the Fall. It is
a popular sport and one which usually attracts a
large number of girls,
4. More individual instruction for beginners in tennis,
especially in the Fall. This could be arranged since
several practice teachers will be available.
5. Organization of groups for instruction and partici-
pation in apparatus, stunts, modern dance, country
dancing and social dancing. Practice teachers could
assist with these activities.
6. Organization of an intramural or outing club which
would provide opportunity for instruction and partici-
pation in some of the outing activities and sports
such as skiing, skating, hiking, fishing etc.
7. Further development of coeducational activities such
as tennis, badminton, volleyball etc.
x
8. Set aside some time, prehaps during the Winter months
for instruction and participation in activities such
as shuffle board, horseshoes (indoors), bowling (in
the gymnasium), deck tennis and others. These will
appeal to some girls, to whom none of the other activ-
ities will appeal.
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APPENDIX

Survey of Extracurricular Activities of Medford High School Girls
Name
Grade
Home Room
_
Age
Name of Junior High School which you attended before
entering Medford High School
_____ _
If you transferred to Medford from some other Senior
High School please indicate the following;
Name of School
City in which school is located
Number of years attended
.
1.
If you have played on any varsity team since entering high school
make a check ( ) beside the sport and under the year or years dur-
ing which you participated as a member of the squad.
Sophomore Junior
Pall
Field Hockey
Winter
Basketball
Spring
Softball
Tennis
2.
If you have taken part in any intramural activity since entering
senior high school, make a check ( ) beside the activities and
under the years in which you participated.
Sophomore Junior
Pall
Riding
Winter
Badminton
Basketball
Bowling
Spring
Softball
Tennis
Dancing
Riding
3.
If you participated in sports in Junior High School make a check
( ) beside the sports and under the year or years in which you
participated.
7th grade 8th grade 9th grade
Volleyball
Riding
Badminton
Basketball
Softball
Social Dancing
*.
24. (A). If you participate in any of the following sports outside
of school, indicate how often you participate by placing
the figure (1) for once a week or once a month or the
number (2) for twice etc., beside the name of the sport
and under the column marked "week” or "month” . Be sure to
indicate whether participation took place during the day
or in the evening.
(B) . If you do not participate in some of the activities reg-
ularly but do participate a few times during any one season,
indicate this by placing the approximate number of times
under the column marked occasionally.
(C) . Under the column marked "time", indicate the total number
of hours of participation for each week or each month.
Read carefully the list of sports for each season then
add any other in which you have participated; and follow
the directions given above.
Fall Snorts (Sept. Oct. Nov.)
WEEK MONTH OCCAS][ONALLY TIME
Day Eve
.
Day Eve • Day Eve
.
Rollerskating
Bowling
Riding
Softball
Track
Tennis
Swimming
Bicycling
Fishing
.
i. . \r , - / o n r
.
.
.
. .
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Winter Sports (Dec. Jan. Fed. March)
WEEK MONTH OCCASIONALLY TIME
Day Eve • Day Eve
.
Day Eve
.
Rollerskating
Bov/ling
Iceskating
Skiing
Basketball
Swimming
Spring Sports (April, May, June)
WEEK MONTH 0CCAS1 ONALLY TIME
Day Eve. Day Eve Day Eve
Rollerskating
Bowling
Riding
Softball
Track
Tennis
Swimming
Fishing
5. Check the sports and activities if any, in which you would
like to participate if they were included in our after school
program.
Apparatus
Stunts
Modern Dance
Country Dancing
Social Dancing
«, .
H
* ** '
.
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57. Check any of the following activities in which you have par-
ticipated and indicate the years in which you participated and
the number of hours spent in participation during the present
school year.
Sophomore Jundor Time
Week Month Week Month Day Eve
.
All Girl Choir
Band
Orchestra
Student Council
House of Delegates
Class Officer
School Paper
Year Book Staff
Class Play
Cheerleader
Marshal
Prom Committee
•
8. Check the clubs and organizations not connected with school,
to which you belong and indicate the number of meetings attended
each week or month and the approximate amount of time spent
participating in each activity during the school year.
Sophomore Junior Time
Week Month Week Month Day Eve •
Church Clubs
Junior Womens’ Club
Rainbow
Girl Scouts
Mariners
Campfire Girls
Youth Council
.•
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6. (A). Check the school clubs to which you belong if any, and
indicate the number of regularly scheduled meetings which
are held each week or each month by placing the number (1)
for once a week or once a month, or the number (2) for
twice etc., under the "weekly” or "monthly" column and be-
side the name of the club for each year that you have been
a member of the club.
(B)
.
Under the column marked "time", indicate whether the meetings
were held during the day or in the evening and also indicate
the number of hours spent in participation each week or each
month during the present school year.
Sophomore Junior T-.me
Week Month Week Month Day Eve
.
Girls Club
Business Girls Club
Sororities
French
Italian Club
Camera Club
Stamp Club
Art Club
Ski Club
Honor Society
Home Economic
Dramatic
.-
- TC. if • , .
69. Check other activities, not previously mentioned, in which
you take part outside of school.
10. If you work during the day or in the evening, fill in the
number of hours you work on each day of the week, in the
spaces beside the type of work you do.
In the spaces under the column marked MTime M fill in the
total number of hours you work each week.
Mon. Tues We i. Thurs
•
Fri
.
Sa t
.
Sun. Time
DayEve DayJfive Day jive Day]five Dayifive Day five Day]five
Store
Office
Care of
Children
Waitress
Help at
Home
Other
Type
,:
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